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APPENDIX A
APPENDIX FOR GRASP ANALYSIS

A.1 Matrix Identities

The finger positions and orientations may be expressed with 4x4 homogeneous transformation
matrices, [T]:

A Ir a~b~c~lr~
[T) = a~b~c~Ir~

0 Ii a~b~c~lr~

00011

[A) is a 3x3 orthonormal matrix of direction cosines, expressing the orientation of the finger (a,b,c)
system of Figure 5-7 in terms of the global (~y,z) system. r is a vector from the origin of the (.xy,z)
system to the origin of the (ab,c) system. If r~. is the vector in Figure 5-7 from f to fp in (ab,c)
coordinates then [A] r~ gives the same vector in (xy,z) coordinates. Consequently, the vector from o
toj~ in Figure 5-7 is r = - [A] r~.

The relationship between two six-element vectors (dt = [d’, d~. d~, ds~, dØ~. dos])
ofdifferential translations and rotations may be expressed as a 6x6 jacobian.

dbp = [Jb] db
The jacobian is conveniently written in terms of 3x3 partitions:

At I a~tRt
[Jb] = -

(6x6) 0 I At
(3x3) (3x3)

[A] is again a 3x3 matrix of direction, cosines. In the above example, [A) expresses the orientation
of the (Lm,n) coordinate system at bp in Figure 5-7 with respect to the (x,y,z) system. Since [A) is
orthonormal it follows that [A]t = [A]1.
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[R] is an antisymmetric cross-product matrix formed from the elements of a vector r, such that
if v is a three-component vector (for example, the three rotational components of db) then

0 —r~ r~ v
[R) v = r~ 0 —r~ vy = rXV

-r~ r~ 0

Since is [R] is antisymmetric, [R]t = —[R] and [R]t v = v~ [R] = v x r.

Given the above identities for [R] and [A] the following relationships hold for [J]:
Al 0 A IRA

[Jb]t = [Jb)1 =

RA I A 0 I A

[Jb)t

A.2 Matrix Method for Under Determined Finger Motions

For the case in which the motion of the object does not completely determine the motion of the
finger, the potential energy may be minimized subject to the nc constraint conditions in [P]. The
constraint equations, C, are formed by multiplying one row of [P] by d~. The nf auxiliary
equations may then be written as [139]
~ +X~~ +X2a + +Xnc~

These are combined with the constraint equations to provide nf+ nc equations for nf+ ne
unknowns. The equations may be conveniently expressed as -

dq gq
=[L]1

1 d~

where I is a column vector of the nc Lagrange multipliers and

Kq 1pt
[U --— - I- - -

P 10
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A.3 Differential Jacobians

In Section 5.4.1 the change in the jacobians, [J], as a result of small displacements of the object
are considered. These terms, A[J] and A[J]t, result from shifting of the contact area and rolling of
the fingers. Products such as A [ J ] d contain very small terms and may be ignored, but products
such as A[J]t.g may contain significant terms since the forces, g, may be large. As an example, if
the contact area translates and rotates with respect to the object then the change in the jacobian
relating §bp and g~ is

A[Jb)t = [Jb~]t.[Jb]t

where [J b’ ] ~ is the jacobian relating to the new position and orientation of the contact area and
[Jb]t is the original jacobian. By writing [Jb’ ]~ and [Jb]t in terms ofpartitions, A[Jb]t is seen

to be

AA ID

A(RA) IAA

where A(RA) = (RA)’—(RA) = [R][A] + [AR][A] + [R][AA] + [AR][AA] —
[R] [A]. [AR] [AA] contains second order terms, and may be dropped so that A ( RA) ~
[AR][A] + [R][AA].

[AR] and [AA] can be written in terms of differential translations and rotations,

~).
0 —8r~ 6r~

[AR] = [R’] - [R] = 8r~ 0 —6r~
-6r~, 6r~ 0

[ 0 -68~ 8O~
[AA] = [A’] — [A] = 6O~ 0 —66k

[. -~6e~, oo~ o
[AA] and Sr are also equivalent to the upper left 3x3 partition and right column respectively of

the differential 4x4 homogeneous transform, [A], expressing a small translation and rotation of one
coordinate system with respect to another [113].
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A.4 Rolling Contact

r (s) = r(S + as) and u ‘(s) = U(5 + Bs) may be expanded in terms of C(s) ~

dr (6s)2 d2r
= r(5) + 6s 2! b +

dr d2rU(~ = +•••

Then Ar becomes

Ar=6s-~— + (~ -a?-- + = 8su+ (~)2 4~_ +
Since the first derivatives of Cb and r~ are equal at the initial contact point, subtracting A Cb -

A rf gives

A A — (6s)2 &Cb d2rf— — 2! ~2 — ~jy2 ~ +

or, A rb — A r~ 1/2(Ss)2 times the difference in curvature between Cb(s) and rf(S).

The rotation of the contact point is given by the vector (Ub X u~) and the rotation of the
fingertip is given by (u~ x u~ ). Expanding u~ and u~ in terms of C(s) and discarding third and
higher derivatives of r gives

ubXub = ubx(ub + 6s) = (0) + x )
and
u1Xu~ = (UfXUb) + 6S(UfX dub ) + XUb) + (6s~2( du~ ~ du~

cPr d2r d2r d2r
= (0)+ 6s(( d~2 — b )xu) + (6s)2( ~ )

where u = = Uf at the initial contact point.

For the example in Section 5.6.3, where the object surface is flat and the fingertip is a segment of
a circular arc, as in Figures 5-21 and 5-22, the rolling equations become

rf = (rjsinOj)i — (rjcosOj)j, rb = (~ tanOb)i +~j.
where Oj- is related to s as

dO =11r1
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For 81= 6b = Oat the initial contact point, equations (5.14)-(5.17) become

Arb = (rj-601)i + Oj

j

UbXUbO

U~XU~ = —801k

A.5 Details for Examples in Section 5.6

Summary ofmatrix equations for left finger— point-contact example
1. dbp = [M][JbJdb

2. df~ = [Jfqjdq

3..
dq gq

=[LJ.1
dm

Al dn

4. 8gq = [Kq]dq

5. [CfpJ = [JfqJ[KqJ1[Jfq)t

6. tCfcJ = nOfl-singularportjonof [Cfp)

7. dr~ = subset of~ corresponding to [Cfc)

8. 5g~~ = [CfCJ1dr~

9. 89rp = 6g~c ~ A[JfJtg~

10. 8g~ = fJbJt[MJt5g~~


